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IJIBJ!.\~~;1j;~offle Jesuits sign a fifty year lease
by Jennifer Susich

Most returning students
may have noticed a new structure on campm, Northwest of
O'Sullivan Center.
It is the Jesuit House of
Blessed Peter Faber, SJ., or
simply Toe Jesuit House.
The name was chosen
because the Jesuits wished to
have a patron for their new home,
and Peter Faber, SJ. was among
the first companions of St.
Ignatius Loyola, the founder of
the Society of Jesus. Faber was
friendly, a mountain priest,
theologian, traveler, peacemaker
between different religious
groups, and a scholar.
The Society of Jesus sold
Carroll Hall to Regis Universitv in June, 1992. Due to the

out of their current residence
by January l, 1993.
Needing a home, they
decided to lease land from Regis
for 50 years in order to keep the
Jesuit presence on campus.
Father Callahan, SJ. said
that Toe Jesuit House will be
home to eleven Jesuits who
actively work for Regis College. Other Jesuits will be residing in the Xavier Jesuit Center
located off campus.
Toe Jesuit House will also
have a twelfth bedroom set aside
for guests with its own separate
entrance.
A Chapel, library, living
room, dining room, kitchen,
breakfast area, and a family
room are all part of the floor
plan which was deliberately
designed to eliminate the "bo-

Sllle, \he Jesu\ts ag1:ee<l m m.ove

re\./oorm..'i.\.ory""" f:.ee"\. ot: Carro"\.l

Staff Reporter

New Jes "Res: Ju\o\her ioundauon \hat wu\ stand me \es \.of.
time.

Asst. Editor

Students returning to Regis have undoubtedly noticed
the changes made in the Student Center. Over the summer
months, a lot of work has been
done to renovate, expand and
redesignareasoftheRegis University Student Center.
According to Dr. Tom
Reynolds, vice-president of
Student Life, the changes made
in the Student Center included
increasing the size of the bookstore and snack bar, adding a
patio area to the snack bar,
renovating the restrooms and
redesigning the lobby.
The bookstore has almost

Leadership . . . .
retre~t p. 8.

hope \.o p rom.ot.e the 'Jesuit. tra-

dition and ideal.

photo Editor/ Highlander

Student Center face-lift
approaches completetion
by Liz Harding

Hall and make it easier for the
Priests to encounter each other
on a casual level daily.
Money for the residence
was raised through the sale of
Carroll Hall and a loan from
the Missouri Province of Jesuits. No University money was
used.
Fr. Callahan is extremely
enthusiastic about the move.
Even though their rooms will
be slightly smaller than in Carroll Hall, they have great views,
are separate from the residence
balls, and will be able to entertain guests.
Because the Jesuit House
is a private residence, publi~
access is denied, but by inviting different groups, clubs,
faculty and staff into their new
home on occasion, the Jesuits

doubled in size as a result of the
renovation. There was an addition built on to the south end of
the building to provide more
space.
One result of this expansion is that the textbooks are
now out in the open, for students to find, rather than in a
storage area. Senior Jami Cullan believes that the renova. tions will provide for more efficiency when students are
buying their books.
Dr. James Schoemer, vice
president of Administration,
feels that this expansion was
necessary to create a bookstore
that was adequate to the needs
of the students. He added that
Follett had also recommended
the changes and that they were
financing the internal renovations.
Toe size of the snack bar
has also almost doubled in this
renovation, which will
substantially increase
the number of students
able to occupy it at one
time. There was also a
patio added so that students can enjoy eating
outside.
This expansion was

made possible by moving the
Presidents Lounge out of the
Student Center. Although it is
not definite -.,here the Presidents Lounge will move to, at
this time it will most likely
move to Carroll Hall.
Toe third major area of
renovation was the restrooms.
They were also expanded and
updated. The improvements
made brought Regis University
into line with the regulations
set down by the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA).
Another chance made in
the renovation involved the
redesigning of the lobby area,
making it more up to date and
attractive.
Some of the changes include new entryways to the areas
off the lobby, new paint and
tiles, and the addition of an
information desk. According to
Reynolds, this desk will be
staffed by work-study students,
and will provide a place to get
information, as well as a place
to sign up for campus events.
There is still some work to

Please see

Renovation on p. 4

.J>y tlje Highfa~der Staff great and will also prove very
. .· ·Al09g with d:1¢ new school 4elpful.
·· ·
·
yearbringsafreshstktforthe
·.·. Dr. Smith hopes to have
ra&o station. Last
KRCX the radio station in operation
endedonasadnote,duetothe by the end of the semester.
loss of their budget and club The chaos arouse when last
standing. However, a deci- years general manager, Giosion wasmadebythecommu- yanna Richman, was asked
nication board to .combine all . her feelings about the radio
the media; the newspaper, radio station. Richman also took
station and the yearbook.
,· the past summer to reflect on
This change called for br. the radio station.
JanellenSmithofthecominuRichman feels that the
nication arts dept to reside as radio station staff should be
advisor over all the mediain chosen by the old staff and
the hopes thatthemediacould prospective new members.
become stronger: on campus. .. 'R..ichman discussed the goals
It was announced at the she had for the radio station
Leadership Retreat that there and felt that without a budget
· would be a new radio station . they would have to work hard.
staffandadministrationasked Tuey plan to start with $50
Dr. Smith to ~ in charge of that they had left over from
creating a radio station from last year.
Dr. Smith is very enthusiastic
When asked what her speabout the future of the radio cificplan was she felt that her
station.
first priority was to talk with
.Over the summer she re- Dr, Smith. Ricln'nan was upset
· 6uited a couple of students and stated that Dr, Smith had .
who were interested in help- riotmadeanyefforttocontact
ing the radio station, and they · her or inforw. her of these debave since tried to brainstonn dsions. However, she plans
ways to . make the radio sta- . to g() ahead . with. her plans
•• tionasucce4. Dr.Smith alst > )Vitll h~mes wixyd messages.

year

••111 m•i~~
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Talk to me ...

From the·office of the President
took place August 14-16th. At
this retreat. 120 plus student
Student Executive Board President
leaders bad some fun and parIt's awefully difficult to ticipated in a three-day process
believe that we are back at school to isolate some changes that
again already . After an entire need to be made during the up
summer of sun, fun, and part- coming year. At the end of this
time jobs, we must all jump retreat, the Student Executive
right back into the routine of Board with the help of Resistudying, partying and meeting
dence Life, presented these goals
new people.
to a pannel of key administraThis is truely an exciting
tors. This will be our adgenda
time for all of us. We are
for the year.
seeing people that we haven't
Student Government was
talked with in a while, particialso involved in the selection
pating in the traditional beginprocess for the soon-to-be-anning of the year festivities, and
nounced next President of the
meeting the new freshmen and University. Representatives of
transfer students. Most returnthe Executive Board were given
ing Regis students and adminthe opportunity to meet and
istrators have already begun to
interview canidates for the job
notice that this is an exciting
that Fr. Clarke will soon leave
group of new students. First of
to become Chancellor. We
all, even in during an economic
asked many questions about
reccession, this class is approxivisability to the student body,
mately 15% larger than last
past experience, and issues
year's. Secondly, the mean
pertinant to the students in the
G.P.A. of this class is also up
traditional undergraduate profrom last year and these people
gram. Based on these topics,
are eagerly jumping head-long
we evaluated the canidates and
into the college experience. We
made a recommendation to the
are all very excited about beBoard of Trustees.
ginning the year and having
Finally, Student Govemthese new people with us.
Though most of us haven't mentworkedhard to make New
Student Orientation a success.
really thought much about Regis
We recognize the importance
over the summer, this cannot
of these events, and that they
be said of the Student Governreally do help to acclimate new
ment. We spent our summer
students at Regis. Thus, every
diligently planning for the Allmember of the Executive Board,
Campus Leadership Retreat that

Interviews with the freshmen .by T odd A. LaSala
By Stephanie Roller

ety of responses.

Staff reporter

One of the largest freshmen classes in recent memory
began their college experience
on Friday August 21 when Freshman orientation started.
Friday evening, the orientation banquet at El Jebel Shrine
was attended by over seven
hundred parents, students, and
guests. Dr. Jim Wand, a hypnotist, entertained the crowd as he
has many times before.
Mountain Day was held on
Sunday and service day was
held on Monday.
When the freshmen were
asked their impressions of Regis
University, there were a vari-

Carrie Anderson said "This isn't
anything like I anticipated.
There are so many thing going
on, it's overwhelming. I thought
orientation was good overall. I
enjoyed service day."
Victor Diez feels "everybody's
really friendly."
·'I can' t get over how much
there is to do at night." commented Andrew Miller.

Marci Tillison said, "I like Regis.
It wasn't as bard a change as I
expected it to be. People have
been very friendly."

Corrections
It is the pplicy o.f the Highlander
new$paper to report any corrections brdugh.t to our attention.
~.sk th~t they be brought to
t,1.1r attentio11 .as soon as possible·. . ~ftE!r >t~e ·paper is .PllPlished · · · · ·
· ··

w~.
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In April of this year, Sen.
John C. Danforth of Missouri
rose on the floor of the Senate
and spoke some rare truth:
"I have never seen more
discontent in the minds and the
voices of my colleagues in the
Senate than I have seen in recent days. I have never seen
more senators express discontent with their jobs.
"I have been thinking about
the reason for this. Why is it
that so many of our colleagues
in the Senate are expressing
unhappiness about serving here?
"I think there are a couple
of reasons for it. The less significant reason is that nobody
likes to be criticized, and nobody like to be tarred with the
brush of check-bouncing and
whatnot. Nobody likes the
pundits and the press to just
heap criticism all the time. No
one likes that. We are human .
We get upset... But I do not
think it is themajorcauseofthe
discontent.
"I think the major cause is
that deep down in or hearts we
believe that we have been accomplic~s to doing something
terrible and unforgivable to this
wonderfulcountry. Deep down
in our hearts we know that we
have bankrupted America and
that we have given our children
a legacy of bankruptcy. we

have been so intent on getting
ourselves elected year after year
we put off the hard issues ...
"The problem is that we
have hurt America - quite intentionally we have hurt America, for the purpose of getting
ourselves elected."
Reprinted with the permission of the Rocky Mountain
News.

but especially Marie Weiseth
the Director of College Rela:
tions, have put in numerous
hours of planning and execution since May. We feel that
Orientation was an overwhelming success and that a summer's worth of hard work in
several areas has paid off.
We are looking forward to
the ahead want you all to know
that we are here entirely for
you as students of the University. Any question, concern or
problem of yours is of concern
to us, too. On behalf of the
Student Executive Board, I
would again like to say we're
glad you're here, whether for
the first time or back from the
summer, and we are looking
forward to a great year~
Student Government Office:
Room 212, Student Center
458-4037

Voter Registration
September 8-9
10:00 - 2:00
Student Center Lobby
Take 60 seconds to
register to vote.
This is your chance to
sign up- right here on
campus.
Painless and Free

see "page 7" to learn how one
Santa Clara University
student won
Entrepreneur of the Year
while going to school full time.

Attention Regis College
Prospective Seniors!!
. The deadline to apply for May 1993 Graduation
1s ~onda!, September 14, 1992. Applications are
available m the Office of the Registrar, O'Sullivan
Center_They must be completed and returned to the
Graduation Department, Office of the Registrar, by
the deadline in order for you to be considered for th
May 1993 graduation date.
For questions please feel free to contact the Graduation Department at 458-3596.
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1250 students participated
in Summer Programs
By Corey Flanagan
Staff Reporter

May 4th to August 21st
meant family, friends, jobs,
parties, and for a few that braved
it out, Summer School!
Classes like Spanish, Algebra, Geology, Philosophy, and
many others were offered during this short but successful
summer!
Many students take summer classes to graduate, have a
lighter load in the fall semester,
or just because classes for their
major were being offered.
Over 500 traditional stu-

MO
MUSIC

dents took classes here at Regis
this summer. There were about
750 students that participated
in such summer programs as
R.I.C.E., College for Kids, The
Educators and The Summer
Musical. That is an increase
from the Summer School session of 1991. Judy Amidon,
who works in the Summer
School Office said, "The overall summer program was a great
success compared to years past."
So, if you were one of the
few, the proud, the brave that
took summer classes, well, congratulations! You've made it!
Now on to bigger things.

MO

MUSIC

MO

MUSIC

OHi
MOI
ReS!ls ChaPel Ensemble
Is looklnS! for You to make

rno rnusicl
Instrumentalists of all Klndsl
Vocalists of varied ablllflesl
Music lovers and
Musical wanna-be'sf

We need You!
Brinl! a friend! The ChaPel Ensemble

Provides music for weekl11 lllureles and
sPeclal occasions. If 11ou are Interested.
contact Ken PhllllPs In CarnPus Mlnlstr11
(458-4059 or 458-4153) or DroP b11 In our
Office In the Student Center (suite 200)

The Enviromental Interpretations class visited Mount Evans
June 27, 1992. From left to right: Robert Brannigan, Karen
Kucewesky, Peg Dussault, Bunny Kehoe, and Corey S. Hanagan

Rehearsals are fun! Thursda11s at 7:00 P.rn.

Regi~
Uni~r~ity~~--~~.
-

•

•

11'

Programs Activities Council

·········································-·········································
•

Thursday Thrills •J Welcotne Back Event
Aug. 27 9 p.m.

: Aug. 28, 3 - 8 p.m .
••

u"The Legendary Wid"
-Comedian Extraordinaire
-National Entertainer of the year

Quad and Pub
Bands and Volleyball
in the Quad
BBQ at 5 p.m.
other goodies available!

PAC Cards - Applications available in Campus Life
$20 discounts on all PAC events and 10% on local businesses
PACers Backers - We're looking for volunteers that want to help us
turn this campus upside down. Info. available in Campus Life Office.
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In a Yeaa of Decision:
A Dai¥ OJ: Challenge,
A Call co Deepea Uolng

Mass of the
HoLN 5piRit
199.2
With Guest HOmllist Fr. John Kavanaugh. SJ.

11:00 aomo
and
7:30pomo
.

TbaRsc>aN
5eptembeR 10,199.2
11:00 a.m.
BoettcbeR Commons
/1. RCS)S Community Picnic fo llows Oil I~ eommons
The entire Rcg)S commun ity ts cordially 1nv11ed

10 come celebrate this annual opening o! 1he

' - - - - - . :ilUl<lc=mlc year hosted by campus Min istry.458·4153

lll

Regis
Chapel

Renovation
(Cont'd from p. 1)

WELCOME BACK!
MOUNTAIN VIEW
DENTAL P.C.
Steve Runnings, DDS
--::-::--J, ld,i,~'.'.'.' (Regis Alumni)

'Id-

4590 Lowell Blvd.

455-8962
10% Discount With Rei:is I.D.

SUPBlCUTS.
$1 off with Regis I.D.

Face lift: Administrators hope that the renovations to the
Student Center will help provide quality service to students.
Concrete crews and brick layers have been working diligently
through the summer.
.
ffighlander
Photo editor/

5115 N. Federal
Regis Square Shopping Center

458-8638

20 % discount with this ad -available at Heads of State II only

be done. Schoemer said that
future plans involve the placement of an ATM machine in
the lobby and installing a lift to
the second floor, so that the
entire Student Center is accessible to all students.
There is also discussion
about remodeling and updating
the kitchen area.
The expansion of the Student Center has provided many
improvements to the building
and to the Regis community.
Lennis Pederson, director of
Physical Facilities, said that
these improvements include
making the building more attractive and serviceable to students and making the Student
Center more compliant with the
ADA regulations.
Many students also feel the
changes are an improvement.
"It's great because it's so mod·
em," Junior Andreatta Grisenti
said. "It looks like a Student
Center now.

August 27,
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Unique venture capital company formed for women
Boulder, CO-- American women's businesses, we'll have
Research Corporation president the chance to make exceptional
and entrepreneur Aaron Harber investments."
and former Colorado National
Harber revealed that he had
Bank Regional Vice President first considered the idea of a
Annette Taylor announced today venture capital fund for women
the formation of "The Women' s a decade and a half ago when
Equity Fund," a Colorado cor- he was the first male ever elected
poration specializing in seek- to serve on the board of direcing out and providing funding tors of the Boulder County
for women-owned enterprises. Women's Resource Center in
The Fund will be organized and Colorado.
directed by Taylor.
"At the time, our focus was
Taylor explained, "The on the immediate economic
primary purpose of the Women's needs of women. The tragedy I
Equity Fund is to create new saw repeatedly was the lack of
opportunities for women seek- business · opportunities for
ing to establish or expand busi- women who were intelligent,
ness ventures. If we are suc- creative, talented, and hardworkcessful, we believe it will con- ing. I am delighted to be able to
tribute towards the goal when help address these needs, even
women will have entre to capi- if only in a small way," he said.
tal based strictly on their busiHarber was particularly
ness merits."
enthusiastic about Taylor's role.
Harber, who has co-founded "Annette will bring to the orseveral businesses and has raised ganization the skills and marover $1 ,000,000 in capital in keting expertise needed to make
the past, asserted, "The irony is the fund a success," he said.
that, due to the lack of access
"Her banking and fmanwomen haye had, there are out- cial experience, when combined
standing opportunities that are with her long-standing commitbeing mussed by traditional ment to the metro community
financiers.
and many charitable groups,
This means there is a spe- makes her the ideal person to
cial market available to those direct this venture. Her exwho focus on women. By traordinary people skills make
addressing this flaw in the eco- her someone with whom evnomic systeID and fHUUJciog

eryone wants to work. That's

the kind of person venture capitalists need to be if they are really going to add value to a
business--providing more than
just money to a fledgling company."
Harber disclosed that he
would be available to the firm
and portfolio companies on an
"as-needed basis."
"This is an organization
which will be directed by women
and controlled by women. I'm
glad to help get things started
and help in any way when asked,
but I also know when to get out
of the way of people who are
more capable than myself," he
remarked.
Taylor revealed that the
Fund's initial effort would be
to raise capital.
"We hope to complete our
initial funding this year so we
can begin evaluating proposals
soon."
She noted that she and
Harber were jointly funding the
firm's initial operation. "After
we complete our initial funding, we will focus primarily on
providing seed money and other
resources to start-up companies."
While the furn' s geographic
emphasis initially will be in the
Rocky Mountain region, Taylor mentioned that the ultimate

objective was to make investments nationally.
"It makes sense, from a
cost perspective, first to focus
on opportunities in your own
backyard," she said, "but we
expect our growth to be rapid
enough to provide services on a
national basis in the not-toodistant future."
"We expect to add considerable value to the companies
in which we invest," Taylor
continued.
"My experience has been
primarily in marketing. We
believe it is important to evaluate a company' s product and
the true demand for it. We will
sit on the boards of directors of
our portfolio companies and
provide them with as much
support, both fmancial and nonfinancial, and guidance as we
can."
The Fund will be structured to offer both stock equity
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investments and loans.
"By setting up a revolving
fund, women who borrow from
the Fund will know that when
they are paying back money, it
will create an opportunity for
other women who can then
borrow the funds . We hope this
creates a special obligation and
bond so people will feel they
are helping to make others more
successful," Taylor elaborated.
The Fund will invest in
ventures not directed by or
involving women, she maintained, but its focus will be on
women-owned or controlled
firms.
For further information
about how to apply for fmancial and related support form
the Women' s Equity Fund, interested parties may reach
Taylor, president, at (303) 4431225, and Harber at (303) 4432620.
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BACCHUS: The Choice is yours
An honest look at the question of alcohol
College is definitely a time
for decisions. "What should be
my major? Where should. I
live? What am I going to do
when I finish school."
Then there is the question
of alcohol. "What role does
alcohol play in my life?" It's a
personal decision.
lf you choose to drink, great!
Enjoy yourself and never allow
your choice to be discredited. If you are choosing to drink,
make sure your actions are
consistently characteristic of the
healthy person you want to be.
Take all precautions to guard
against negative consequences
of your personal decision. Know
your limits.
BACCHUS a is new to
Regis and made possible by a
$110,000 grant. BACCHUS is
a college based alcohol abuse
prevention program and is an
offshoot program of CHOICES.
The BACCHUS philosophy is

that college students can play a
uniquely effective role in encouraging their peers to reflect
on, talk honestly about and
develop positive habits and
attitudes toward beverage alcohol. There are over 500 BACCHUS chapters in the United
States.
"We are not preaching or
crusading. We want to promote a realistic approach to the
alcohol issue that promotes
knowing limits. It is proactive," said Kim Richardson,
Student workship and student
coordinator for CHOICES.
Stress issues, health issues,
violence and athletes and alcohol are some of the programs
BACCHUS plan to promote.
Christi Strickland is coordinating REACH (Responsible
Educated Athletes Concerned
about Health) to promote health
and athletics.
BACCHUS is· also plan-

ning to work with PAC and
other clubs to plan natural high
activities including bike trips,
parachuting, bungee jumping,
and camping.
Alcohol abuse and conditions have become the number
one health problem in America, and there ary few people
who have not been affected by
alcohol abuse these days.
Then think how alcohol
affects you indirectly. Drinking and driving accidents are
thenumberonekillerof Americans aged 18-24. Did you know
that 90-percent of all vandalism on college campuses are
results of drunken behavior?
That is why drinking is not allowed in residence halls. The
money to pay for damages shows
up on your tuition bill.
Judith Iacino can be reached
at x3507 and Kim Richardson
can be reached at x5065.

Below are the most important dates for the Fall 1992
semester. Please note the corrected "Last Date to
Withdraw". The correct date is Wednesday Oct. 30.
FALLSEMESTER1992CALENDAR

Financial Clearance ...................... Tues., Aug. 25, 1992
Classes Begin ................................. Wed., Aug. 26, 1992
Drop/Add Period (no charge)
...................Fri.,Aug. 28 - Wed., Sept. 2, 1992
Drop/Add Period ($20 per day) ..... Thur., Sept. 3, 1992
Mass of the Holy Spirit (10:50 a.m. classes canceled)
................... Thur., Sept. 10, 1992
Spring Semester Graduation Application Deadline
................... Mon., Sept. 14, 1992
Withdrawal Period ...Fri., Sept. 4 - Wed., Oct. 19, 1992
Mid-Term Exams ..... Mon., Oct. 12 - Fri., Oct. 16, 1992
Parents Weekend ....... Fri., Oct. 16 - Sun., Oct. 18, 1992
Mid-Semester Break
.................... Mon., Oct. 19, 1992
Pre-registration for Spring 1993
................... Mon., Nov. 9 - Wed., Nov. 18, 1992
Thanksgiving Break (no classes)
Thur. Nov. 26 - Sun., Nov. 29, 1992
Mon., Dec. 7 - Fri., Dec. 11, 1992
Commencement........ ...................... Sun., Dec. 13, 1992
Degree postings to transcripts .......... Fri., Feb. 19, 1993
Diplomas mailed to students .............Fri., Feb. 19, 1993

Fi·~;i·E~~~ ...... .' .......

A look in to the future:
Notes from the 1992 All Campus Leadership Retreat

BACCHUS: An organization committed to encouraging their peers to develop positive habits
and attitudes toward beverage alcohol.

Photo editor/ Highlander

An ATM machine will be will be used for intramurals.
installed in the student center
The showers in O'Connell
this fall. The only draw back will be refurbished starting May
will be that Regis will have to 1, 1993.1.5 million dollars will
pay for the machine and its be allocated for this enterprise.
upkeep since local banks would
A new housekeeping comnot put forth the money to in- pany has been hired.
vest in such a venture with a
In the world of Regis sports
small college.
Lacrosse has become a new
The cashiers office will be club, Men's Volleyball is now
open till 4:00 pm this year in- a varsity sport, a Karate club
stead of 3:30 as in past years.
has been formed, and Track
In the upcoming months and Field may be added in the
two full size sand volleyball future.
courts will be built. These courts

CKiers share a vision in San Antonio $110,000 grant received
Bahamas, Grand Caymen, and the highest awards a Kiwanian by Regis for CHOICES
by Liz Harding
can receive is the Circle of
Suriname.

Asst. Editor

Over the weekend of August 15-19, the 37th annual
Circle K International (CKI)
International Convention was
held in San Antonio, Texas.
Seniors Liz Harding,
Davida Olguin and Stephanie
Roller joined approximately
1,000 other college students at
this event. They attended workshops and caucuses, and Olguin
and Roller represented Regis
as delegates to vote on amendments to the International
constitution, and to elect the
1992-93 International Board.
CKI is the largest intercollegiate service organization in
the world. It is sponsored by
Kiwanis International and is
comprised of 30 districts in seven
countries. The countries represented are the United States,
Canada, Mexico, Jamaica, the

The Regis chapter is located in the Rocky Mountain
district, which is made up of
schools located in Colorado,
Wyoming, and the Nebraska
panhandle. This year, 20 members of the Rocky Mountain
district attended the convention.
Each individual CKI club
is sponsored by a local Kiwanis
club. The sponsor of the Regis
club is the Kiwanis Club of
Capital City. This year, the
Capital City Kiwanis donated
$700 to the members of the
club who attended to help out
with convention costs.
The CKI International Convention is also a time to recognize the achievements of
CKI' ers and other members of
the K-Family (KEY club and
Kiwanis International). One of

Service Award, which is given
to the person who has shown
true dedication, service and
loyalty to the organization, This
year, the award was won by Dr.
Jackson Hammitt, the administrator of the Rocky Mountain
District.
The convention offers the
opportunities to recognize
achievements, meet new people,
and learn more about CKI.
Olguin, the president of the Regis
chapter of CKI felt "energized.
I'm still on a high from it," she
said "I met a lot of great people"
CKI will meet Tuesday,
September 1 at 7 pm on the
second floor of the Student
Center. Anyone with any questions can contact Olguin at 9863953 (after 5) or Harding in
West Hall, room 237.

In September 1991, Regis
University received a two-year
grant from the U.S. Department
ofEducation'sFundforthelmprovement of Post-Secondary
Education (FIPSE).
This
$110,000 bridge grant will
provide resources for the improvement and development of
the substance abuse prevention
program called CHOICES.
CHOICES actively promotes
healthy lifestyles at Regis.
The grant enabled Regis to
hire Judith Iacino as full-time
coordinator and Kim Richardson
as a student coordinator for
CHOICES.
Iacino is a certified alcoholism counselor (CAC
holds
a bachelors in Human Services
and Addictive Disorders, and is
a Masters candidate in Professional Psychology. She has

m.

worked as an alcohol and drug
educator and counselor for
several community agencies
while maintaining a private
psychotherapy practice.
The grant is administered
under the direction of Dr. Susan
Richardson, Director of Personnel Counseling Services. The
Director of the Life Directions
Program, Joe Giacalone, is also
assisting in the grant administration.
The mission of the grant is
to provide proactive prevention through various types of
education, and also provide
effective intervention and
community referral services for
all students, faculty and staff.
The CHOICES staff is very
excited about the opportunities
the grant is providing Regis.
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Student entrepreneur
found his fortune in Presidential search winding down
bathroom advertising !~ffs:;~~:nieRoller
It is an
·dabl f
hedonisn\' ~avo1
e act of
·
'
. we have downed
mnum~rablepmtsofbeeratthe
local mght cl b b
th
u ' ar, or tavern
btd;erves surrounding our
~ er send a screaming remmder to our brain that we
must visit the closest accessible restroom without delay.
With our motor skills still
bl
l
pera e, we ocate the throne
room only to stand or sit for a
period of time in an almost religious silence, having no ciloice
but to stare a t the wall in front
of us, and wait, and stare , and
wait, etc....
F or many of us urinals and
toilets provide a point for quiet
reflection. For others, it is a
time to ponder those brilliant
and thoughtful poems ofinspiration which are inscribed onto
the walls. However, it seems
these biological meccas are no
longer safefromcapitalismdue
to a ne w form of solicitation
called bathroom advertising.
One entrepreneur has found
a way to take advantage of a
time when we are unavoidably
detained. To the delight of Silicon Valley bar owners, these
o

fraLTJed advertising adboards fit

handsomely above urinals or
are placed on the back of stall
doors malting the walls less
vulnerable to the "spontaneous
overflow of powerful feelings"
of suddenly inspired poets. Santa
Clara University, Senior, Winston Jaeb is the man behind this
innovative form of advertising,
and he has been successful in
developing his own company
as a result; which goes by the
name Califomiaindoor.
Standing about waist high
and a forearms length in diameter, these adboards, these
adboards contain ten slots where
you can find out what car stereo
to buy, or where the closest
tanning salon is, or where to
rent formal wear for Santa
Clara's classy dances. The adboards are framed, matted, and
are covered by a clear, flexible

fiberglass which is able to withstand repeated punches by the
local drunk who will wak
e up
the following morning trying
to remember how he fractured
his hand.
Jaeb suggests that comparing restroom advertising to traditional advertising mediums
is like comparing a Patn'ot
Missile to a firecracker. He says
" advertisers look for basically
one thing when they spend their
advertising dollars; num berslarge numbers. This is called
the shotgun approach to advertising. We run circles around
the competition.
"By simply choosing a particular location, we catch people
where they play enabling our
advertisers to select specific target audiences. Our clients can
decipher their audience by age
cohort, income strata, ethnicity
and lifestyle by simply choosing among the numerous localions that we offer. They spend
less money and get m uch higher
returns than traditional mediurns.
"Restroom advertising empowers our advertisers to catch
and hold an audience which is

l'jl)ica\ly elusive to aclveruse \.o
because these l)eople are ac-

tive, out and about, not sitting
on the couch reading newspapers and magazines from cover
to cover while watching lV."
The profits from the four
year-old advertising company
have paid Winston ' s tuition,
room and board, allowed him
vacations and enabled him to
buy a sports car. Winston is
working aggressively on getting contracts to band his adboards in the oothrooms of grand
areas such as the Oakland Coliseums, Candlestick Park and
San Jose International Airport.
In order to sell adspace to
local businesses, Winston promotes the adboard's unique
position of being in a restroom.
His brochures highlight the three
factors for the success of his
medium:
1. it allows the longest
I
I impression time per
I
Entrepreneur,
I viewing of any
Winston Jaeb founded
I modem day medium,
I
I Cal. Indoor a promotional I 2. the audience is comI advertising company that got I pletely captive and unand 3
I its start by doing bathroom I interrupted,
the demographics are
advertising. His company : extremely prequalified.
I grossed over $100K while he I "All this for a fraction
I was at SCU. The company I of the cost of other mediums. Hell, we can't
: sold adspace into bars and
miss. It's an up and
I clubs near campus. The I coming idea with horI company, the oldest in the I rendous potential beI U.S. designed a very detailed I cause itis theonlytime
I Operations Manual to help I of day when people litappreciate seeI other students get started. I erally
ing advertising. I'm just
For more info, call
: glad I'm involved with
I CALIFORNIAINDOOR I this program in it's
408/ 983-1153
• early stages.

·-----------·

I

I

I

I

·-----------

The search for a new President of Regis University is
winding down as the 1992-93
school year begins. The search
began last year when Fr. David
M. Clarke, SJ. announced he
would assume the role of chancell aft taki
or
er
ng a one year
bb ·ca1
sa au .
The search committee, composed of members of the Board

Volunteers
needed
at legal aid
Looking for something
different? Want to learn while
serving those who need your
help? Volunteer at Legal Aid.
No legal _background is required.
After training, volunteers
conduct interviews of clients
regarding a wide variety of legal
problems while learning abo ut
the law through daily guidance
and instruction from an experienced attorney.
Help create access to justice for deserving clients m arens.
of homelessness, clomes\ic vi.o-

lence, disability, medical coverage, debt and elder law.
Lend your skills just one
day a week. See the difference
you can make! Call 837-1321
for more information. Bilingual applicants are especially
encouraged.

Tut 0 r s
asked to
apply
The Leaming Support
Services at Regis University
offers tutoring services to all
traditional students attending
Regis University. Anyone interested in becoming a tutor must
hold a minimum 2.8 GP A, have
a recommendation from a professor in the specified subject
area and apply through our
office.
The subject areas which
are highly requested by students are Algebra, Trigonometry, Calculus, Statistics, Accounting, Biology, Chemistry,
Physics, Economics, Sociology,
Religious Studies, Computer
Science, Tax Accounting,
French, German, Japanese,
Spanish, and Asian History.
If you' re interested in becoming a tutor, or if you need a
tutor, contact Candice Morado,
Director of Tutorial Services at
458-4146 or stop by her office
in Carroll Hall, room 120.

of Trustees, faculty, staff and
students, has interviewed candidates and narrowed the field
to several candidates. The search
committee hopes to make a
decision in September.
Over the summer, students
from various campus programs
were asked to participate in the
interview process for the candidates. Mary Beth Stalp, Vice
President of the Executive
Board, felt "both candidates

were very qualified and I would
feel comfortable with either
candidate." She went on to say
that she was honored to be asked
to participate in interviewing
the candidates.
The time frame for the new
president to assume his duties
at Regis University is not set in
stone as it will depend on when
other obligations are met. The
hope though is that the transition will occur shortly after the
decision is made.

University of Pittsburgh offers
Semester at Sea; a unique voyage
Pittsburgh. August 13 Semester at sea to return to Odessa,
Ukraine, for the first time since
the break up of the Soviet Union.
On September 12, 1992 Semester at Se~·s S.S. Universe
will depart Vancouver, British
Columbia as it begins the Fall
1992 voyage.
The Universe will call on
Kobe, Japan; Keelung, Taiwan;
Hong K ong; P enang , Malaysia; Madras, India; Suez, Egypt;
Istanbul, Turkey; Odessa,
Ukraine; Cadiz, Spain; and La
Guaira, Venezuela; returning
to New Orleans on December
'2.'2..

that takes approximately 500
students from colleges and
universities across the United
States and abroad, around the
world each fall and spring
semester.
Students can choose from
fifty lower and upper division
courses in a variety of disciplines. Courses offered are
accredited by the University of
Pittsburgh and are fully transferable to the studen ts hom e
institution.
Classes meet daily while
the ship is at sea. The faculty
are visiting professors, also from
institutions across the U .S. and
abToad.. All. of' the f'acu.'l t.y

Semester at Sea last took

ave

bad extensive resident interna-

students to the Soviet Union on tional experience which serves
the Spring 1990 voyage. Stu- to integrate courses with coundents will have the opportunity tries on the itinerary. When in
to travel from Odessa to Moscow port students can choose from a
or St. Petersburg in Russia, and wide range of structured travel
to the Ukrainian capitol, Kiev, opportunities that are developed
providing them with the oppor- by the Institute and faculty.
tunity to witness the dramatic Students may also choose to
changes that are underway.
travel independently. Each class
Among the 20 faculty mem- has a field component requirebers who will be teaching on ment that the student must
board will be the noted Russian complete during the voyage.
historian, Dr. Jack Thompson,
Activities in port can inwho will help students under- clude home stays with families
stand the events taking place in . in countries, visits to universithe former Republics.
ties, travel to places of historic,
Other opportunities avail- cultural and religious signifiable to students sailing in Sep- cance or simply free travel to
tember include optional over- experience life in the cities and
land travel from Egypt to Is- rural areas. Stays in port range
rael, travel to the People's from 3 to 7 days.
Republic of China from Hong
Semester at Sea uses the
Kong and an observance of the S.S. Universe, an 18,000 ton
Columbus quincentennial as the ship that has been equipped as a
ship sails from Spain to Vene- floating university. It includes
classrooms with closed circuit
zuela.
Five hundred and ten stu- television capabilities, a library,
dentsrepresenting l 70colleges theater, student union and cafeand universities across the teria. It also includes a swimcountry are scheduled to depart ming pool, basketball and volfrom Vancouver. With the fall leyball courts and a weight room,
voyage filled to capacity en- providing a campus atmosphere
rollment for the Spring 1993 for participating students. A
voyage is very high.
student life staff provides acDeparting January 20th tivities programming for the
from Nassau, the spring voy- periods of time at sea.
Additional information may
age will visit Venezuela, Brazil, South Africa, Kenya, India, be obtained by calling 800-854Malaysia. Hong Kong, Taiwan, 0195 or 412-648-7490, or writing Semester at Sea, University
and Japan.
Semester at Sea, admini- of Pittsburgh, 811 William Pitt
stered by the Institute for Ship- Union, Pittsburg, PA 15260
board Education and academiFor more information
cally sponsored by the Univer- please cal1 Paul Watson at (412)
sity of Pittsburgh is a program 648-7490.
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Student leaders voice security concerns at retreat
by Del Stark
Editor

Ponder a moment... what
issues should be the most pertinent to a room filled with Regis
student leaders and campus administrators attending the 1992
All Campus Leadership Retreat?
The mountains of Evergreen and the camp grounds of
the Singin' River Ranch set the
stage for the retreat. However,
the sounds of a calm river and
the antics of Wayne and Garth
didn't ease student concerns over
security issues.
Security issues overwhelmingly topped a list of concerns
presented to Fr. David Clarke,
President of the University and
. a distinguished panel ofadministrators. Over 100 students
from various clubs and organizations were present.
Student committees proposed that installing an outdoor
phone system, asserting reserved
student parking, and lengthening switchboard . hours would
alleviate some concerns. Security guard testing and conditioning would also help ease
student anxiety.
Other issues discussed
during the retreat involved recreation, health, maintenance,

On retreat: Todd Jennison, Tom Reinhardt, Michael Haas, Andreatta Grisenti, and Alicia
Foley pose after a brainstorming session.
Tim OLeary/Exec Board
Marriot, and a myriad more.
"Discouragement stifles growth.
If we pull the rubber band and
don't let go ... we can do it together ... I am proud to be a part
of it. God bless you," said Fr.
Clarke.
Enhancing recreation at
Regis was a goal shared by all
at the retreat. Students proposed plans to build.a bike path
around the campus, refurbishing the ALC gym, building an
outdoor basketball court with
an all purpose track, and increasing seating in the quad.

Fr_ Clarke stresses perseverance
at All Campus Leadership Retreat
by Lauren Y och
Staff Reporter

On the last day of the leadership retreat, August 16, the
group of attending students presented a compiled list of suggestions for improvements on
campus to father Clarke. The
ideas that were presented were
the result of hours of student
brainstorming and compromise.
They ranged from a bike path
circling Regis and recycling programs to a more multi-cultural
faculty and better sexuality
education programming.
Fr. Clarke listened carefully as the main categories of
improvements were presented.
He took notes and applauded at
some of the ideas. After the
presentations were finished, Fr.
Clarke responded to the leadership participants by speaking
about the sense of family spirit
that be felt within the students,
and acknowledged the quality
of teamwork and demonstration of leadership that bad been
presented to him.
Fr. Clarke made the analogy of leadership to the Portuguese conversion to Christianity and the "two way streets"

The University's image
proved to be a major concern to
many students. It was expressed
that Traditional Undergraduates,
RECEP students, Nursing students, and ELS students must
interact more to promote a
community atmosphere at Regis.
Students would like to see more
Jesuit activity as well.
Recent RECEP radio advertisements were scorned in
the sense that they mimicked
the "better college faster" structure of Barnes Business Col-

lege. Undergrads thought that
future advertisements should be

more professional and reflect
the entire Regis Community.
Health concerns could be
reduced by increasing the nursing staff, enhancing EMT efficiency, and providing child care.
It was voiced that a child care..
package, including day care, is
needed for students and faculty.
Maintenance issues that
were discussed involved fixing

the rock stairway in front of
O'Connell, improving the response time of the maintenance
staff, and enhancing field house
maintenanceofthepool, sauna,
and jacuzzi.
Food quality and meal price
justification topped the issues
involving Marriot. Students
would like to have meal plans
and munch money become interchangeable. An increase in
Snack Bar hours was also called
for.
Miscellaneous goals that
students want the college to
pursue involve a tuition freeze
initiated as part of the Regis
Guarantee, the observance of
Martin Luther King Day, upgrading Regis' level of conservation and recycling, sexuality
programming discussing AIDS
and birth control; not condoning sex, but providing infoIIllation, and increasing the multicultural diversity of the faculty.
Student concerns can all
be relieved and all of the goals
set forth at the retreat can be
realized if students and admin_.
istrators work together. "In the
spirit of cooperation we can
make Regis a better place", said
Student Executive President
Todd LaSala.

Analysis of security concerns and proposed plans
by Del Stark

by unruly students?
Some students would like
that are necessary in accomTo
address
the
security
conto
see
the switchboard open
plishing great things. The stuat
the
cern
repeatedly
expressed
and
on
line
24 hours a day seven
dents were commended on their
leadership
retreat
one
must
redays
a
week.
This is a great
example of teamwork and enalize
that
Regis
is
located
in
a
butitisn'tall
that feasible
idea,
couraged to use the agenda as a
poor
bispanic
neighmoderately
to
have
a
switchboard
operator
learning process through workbe
loborhood.
Regis
should
the
early
morning
on
duty
in
ing with others.
In the same vein, Fr. Clarke cated in such a setting since its hours while students are workalso mentioned that the students Jesuit Mission entails minister- ing through the nights at the
needed to add "perseverance" ing to the poor and impover- duty desks in the dorms. Wby
to their presentation and sug- ished communities of the world. should a staff member get paid
gestions for improvements in Poverty is often encompassed to stay through the night at the
the Regis community. He stated with violence, and to most that switchboard when students will
that leadership is a difficult is unsettling; to many Regis answer phones for free?
Fr. Clarke said that disprocess, but that much is learned students it is unsettling.
couragement stifles growth
from the struggle. Fr. Clarke
Regis could arm all the during the retreat; this analysis
added that, "You should chalsecurity
guards with firearms is not discouraging growth and
lenge and encourage each other,
and
billy
clubs, but that would the enhancement of the secudiscouragement is the biggest
hardly
solve
the problem. What rity system, but to be critical of
enemy of human growth." Fr.
Regis
needs
is a community those that take a stance on arming
Clarke also urged the retreat
watch
system
focused to safe- the campus with conditioned
participants to encourage
guard
the
interests
of the Regis sentries. Peihaps those that want
younger students not to give up
Community. If Regis acted Regis to become a militant
in challenge situations.
Fr. Clarke's response to the more like a community per- security facility should partake
student proposals was met with haps security concerns would in a greater role in the community.
great enthusiasm from the stu- be reduced.
Reserved student parking
Scott.Kovacs wrotealetter
dents and faculty that were
present. Fr. Clarke closed by would only increase Regis' to the Editor last year in wbicb
saying that be was proud of the parking problem, besides who be examined the security sysRegis students demonstration would the college have enforce tem. "I think that Regis should
of spirit, cooperation, and lead- the program? The security have some kind of training
ership. He also added that, be guards are busy as it is and program in wbicb the security
"was proud to be a part of it." can't waste time worrying about guards have to run a mile under
who's parked where.
eleven minutes and must be
An outdoor phone system able to do more than seven push
would do wonders for the ups. Did you know that the
campus, but one must stop to present security guards carry
think if the system will be used absolutely no protection. I memi
or abused. Wouldn't it be a let's face it, this part of Denver
tragedy to place an expensive is not the safest around. I really
phone system out around the don't think that the butt of a
campus only to have it destroyed flashlight is going to do much
Editor

damage to a gang member or a
car thief...
"If the security guards are
not in their office they can be
found enjoying a Regis basketball game or conversing with
students for an hour ata time. It
seems that their biggest concern is ticketing cars in the
parking lot or catching students
sneaking beer into the doIIlls.
My opinion is that they aim
their concern toward the well
being and the safety of the students ...
"The atrocity of the security system should be dismissed
and a new one established."
After Kovacs' letter was
published, be was scorned and
ridiculed by many students and
faculty members. As it turns
out, Kovacs view is now a major
concern of most students.
Kovacs was the first to emulate
a concern with the security
system and last year many students vowed that they would
write letters to the Editor bailing the security guards and the
system to denounce Kovacs
assessments. Where are those
letters? It seems that Regis
students are inconsistent with
their viewpoints.
Security issues will always
be a concern and a windfall
strategy will not cure the problem overnight. Why not give
credit where credit is due and
thank the security guards for
doing their jobs instead of
complaining about them.
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FIVE•STAR
FIRST GEAR ZIPPERED BINDER

COLLEGE LOGO T-SHIRT
Rugged 100% cotton compacted
heavyweight Jersey with quality tapped
shoulders & double-needle coverstitched
hems. #1010984 .

3-ring binder with tough nylon case and
pockets for papers, calculator, pens & more.
Choose black, blue, red or teal. #1011662.
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EVERYDAY
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CAMBRIDGE
IMPRINT
PADFOLIO

COLLEGE LOGO SWEATSHIRT
Heavyweight 50% cotton/SO% polyester
fleece features quality constructiOf1 detailing
and generous athletic cut. #101091j1.

• • COLLEGE LOGO
AMPAO PRODUCTS
WIREBOUND NOTEBOOK 2-POCKET PORTFOLIO

··· ··--

Vinyl 8'.4 x 11 • pad holder with pen holding
loop. Available in black or burgundy.
#1010964.

1,~
EVERYDAY

One-subject 11 x sY.· notebook with pocket.
90 sheets. #1009801.

Attention-grabbing laminated paper portfolios
In white, blue, reef or green. #1010955.
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EYERYDAY$1' '

s5999

EVERYDAY

K.uo

ROYAL

BSOOPD PROFESSIONAL
PRINTING CALCULATOR

COLLAPSIBLE LUNCH BAG

The cool way to carry your lunch and a cold
drink! Super-insulated polythylene to keep
stuff cool and even cooler with ice. Keeps
food warm too. Collapses flat for easy
storage. Choose zebra-stripe-#1011614 or
assorted designs-#1011615.

WasterLock

Heavy-duty calculator features high-speed
black and red ribbon printing with comma
separation. Extra-large & bright 12-digit
display. AC power. #3002319.

COMBINATION LOCK
Tops for school lockers! Stainless steel body
with hardened steel shackle. #5001225.
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BIZMART DELIVERS
386SX/25MHz.
PERFORMANCE,
ALL ATONE
LOW PRICE!

•386SX, 25MHz.
•2MB standard RAM
•85MB hard drive

•Dual floppy drives

486-CLASS PERFORMANCE
AT A SUPER LOW PRICE!

• 14• VGA Color Monitor
•Keyboard
•MS-DOS
•PFS:Rrst Choice

#4503069

r.:!~~ NX-1001
MULTI-FONT PR~N~ER

••J;;,;

The ideal feature-packed 9-pin dot-matrix Pl"!nter f~
sman businesses! Has five resident fonts, 10 sizes a
eight enhancements. #4501874.

PRINTER CABLE

Six-foot parallel printer cable. #4501838.

DOS word processor with what-you-see-iswhat-you-get (WYSfWYG) display & scalable
fonts. Plus spelling/grammar checker and
thesaurus, clip art & mail merger. #4502681.

EVERYDAY

$1399''
11111..ASE.R

s99

486SX/25 COMPUTER

•80486SX, 25MHz.
•4MB standard RAM
•100MB hard drive
•Dual floppy drives
.
• 14• .28mm SVGA color monitor
•Keyboard & Mouse
•MS-D0S5.0
•Microsoft Windows
•Microsoft Works for Windows
#4503091.

PFS:WRITE PC SOFTWARE

Advanced 9600-bps fax and Hayescompatible 2400-bpS modem lets you. send
and receive faxes from any G3 fax device . For
IBM and compatible computers. #4502459.

EVERYDAY

EXEC 386•25 T~
COMPUTER

SPINNAKER/)

2496if 9600-BPS .
INTERNAL FAX/MODEM

YOU GET All
THIS FOR ONLY

PRINTER&CABLE$1153'1

EVERYDAY

s54

99

99

writer
.... .......

QUE SOFTWARE
RIGH1WRITER® PC SOFTWARE

SOUNDBLASTER CARD

Add amazing sound capabilities to your PC.
Features 11-voice FM music (AdUb
compatible), digitized voice Input (.DMA),
Joystick port and microphone amplifier &
Jack. MIDI interface. #4501925 .

The best way to improve your writing!
Proofreads documents for thousands of
errors In ,rammar, style, word usage and
punctuation. Works within several popular
word-processing programs. #4502761.
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Moving Again!

Fallacies of An Undergrad

b¥ Tammy Brannen

by Del Stark
You scurvy dogs! !
It 's become as common as ChristLets think back to January 20, 1992. ished and representatives are chosen mas as dreaded as a dentist appointment
For me, that night was a typical through an interview process?
Oh my! I wonder what will become and as frequent as snow in Colorado.
Monday, rather humdrum and insipid.
Yes, you guessed it, MOVING!
For the Student Executive Board, how- of the administration this year.
It seems like it was only last week
I am going to switch gears now ...
ever, it was a night in which the dread
when school ended and time to pack up
Amendment ten was giving its first
What is going on with KR.O(? Secret and move out was upon us.
reading at GA.
But now once again it is time to
For those of you who don't recall meetings, new _staff, old staff, on the air, search for boxes and any available and
off the .air? Well I hope that you all
what Amendment 10 was, or were not
know that the Communications Board willing friends. (It's strange how friends
around during its inception, I will retend to get really busy and disappear
fresh your memory. This is the exact never voted to "hire" a new KRCX
during this time.)
wording: "An application/interview staff, nor was it ever said that KRCX
How and where to begin, decisions
be
an
organization
starting
was
going
to
procedure will be installed in place of
about
what we need and what we want
elections for Student Representatives." from ground zero.
are endless.
to
pack
As oflast year, KRCX had only lost
Isn't that totally lame? Well, a lot
Do
we need all our clothes or can
their voting rights at GA; I never realof others felt the same way. Amendized that that could lead to the dismissal we live without some of them?
ment ten failed.
Does it truly matter in the end?
But lo and behold ... a dark horse in of a veteran staff and restarting an orOnce we are moved in, not organthe horizon .. . Amendment 16 was read ganization from ground zero.
I call for an insurrection. An up- ized, but just overloaded with boxes, it
on February 17, 1992. Amendment 16
heaval. All of the "laid off', veteran I doesn' tmatter how well we think we've
was the exact damn thing as amendment 10 except that applicants would must add, staff of the radio station out to
have to obtain 100 signatures on a peti- barge into GA some insipid night and
tion. Amendment 16 passed. It just demand to be reinstated. Let the veterdoesn' t figure. Sheepsiguess; the blind ans do their job, they know it. Perhaps,
there has been a few problems associleading the blind.
Well, as a result, student represen- ated with the "fired" staff, but cutting
tatives are no longer elected, but are them loose is not the answer.
I hope that the "ground zero" staff
chosen by an "Elections Committee".
meets all the expectations laid down for
Hah!
How can there be an election com- it because if you don't, you might get
"So what did you do for the summittee when elections have been abol- axed too. Beware of GA.
mer?"
"Well, you know, the same boring
job at the snack factory."

packed or bow efficiently, we will always have too much stuff and not enough
room for everything.
And let's be honest, bow many of
us really pack well?
Sure we start out with good intentions,
but after that first box, it all gets thrown
in.
None of us like the idea or the
actual act of packing, and unfortunately
it doesn't get better, it only gets worse.
Every new year means more junk to
pack and though we may try to get rid of
some things it never seems to even out.
We are always left with TO MUCH!
Although there is no real solution
for MOVING, maybe we could all live
in our cars, then we would still be moving
but we wouldn' t have to pack.
In a word I think moving SUCKS,
or at least that's the consensus.

Thats Life ...

by Corey S. Flanagan

--------~ ___.The
.
telephone game
by Liz Harding

\

mers are for making money and having

L---------------------------.....1

fun."
"Oh yeah, that job you have moving cow @#"*$% ! It's great!
"I got a lot done this summer,
working full time with the Volleyball
Program during the day, as well as going
to school. At night I was on call for
Conference Services."
"Yeah, but what kind of blow off
classes did you take?"
"Ha, the classes I took weren't blow
off! From Creative Writing to Environment Interpretation there wasn't a day
that didn't go by this summer that wasn't
studying while working for Conference."
"Everyone knows that summer
classes are easy!"
"You try taking 15 semester hours

game?
You know, the game where everyone sits in a circle, then one person
whispers a message to another person,
then that person whispers the message
to another person, and so on around the
circle. The end result of the game is
usually a message that is completely
different than the original message.
Miscommunication - that's what
it's all about.
Over the past few months, I have
learned firsthand, many times, about
the problems stemming from miscommunication. Things were misunderstood,

friendships were wrecked, and people
were hurt. As far as I can tell, most of
these problems could have been avoided
simply by talking things out.
Instead, in most cases, the parties
involved didn' t talk things out. There
was a lot of yelling, fighting, backstabbing, and simply not talking or listening.
I take full responsibility for my part
in the disputes I was involved in, yet it
was, and still is, a two-way street. I have
learned, painfully, bow important communication is to any type of relationship, be it with a friend, family member
or a love relationship.
There is definitely something to be
said for talking things out. I can think of
two situations I recently had to deal
with that involved miscommunication.
In the first, things were never talked
out and things remain in a stand-off
situation, with neither party talking to
each other.
In the second situation,
everyone that was involved sat down
and bad a long gripe session, in which

fall. I really feel that working hard at

"Oh really? Well, I went to school
two )Obs ano. go1ng to scnool during the
agam."
summer is beneficial onl-y if -you don't
"Man, are -you cra:z.-y'H M-y sum-

\

Have you ever played the telephone

and working full time!
"A lot of people end up working
during the summer, live with mom and
dad, trying to save up for school in the

each person bad a chance to air their
feelings and get things off their chests.
It was very emotional, and a lot of
people were in tears by the end. However, even though the problem were not
completely worked out, a lot of progress was made and people felt better.
Most important, the lines of communication were more open then they bad
been in a long time.
Sometimes, the main problem resulting from miscommunication is the
lasting effects. In some cases, the misunderstanding is small, and can easily
be resolved. However, if these small
understandings are not discussed, and
the communication lines reopened, they
can snowball into larger misunderstandings which can be much harder to resolve.
However, I believe there is a difference between a misunderstanding and
miscommunication. Misunderstandings
are usually the result of miscommunication, and are usually an indication
that something is wrong. It is important
to realize this, so that when the misunderstandings do arise, the proper steps
can be taken to make sure the lines of
communication are not severed.
In any case, fighting and backstabbing is not the answer. In many cases,
once things are said, they can never
truly be forgotten . Forgiven, maybe,
forgotten, probably not. This is especially true if confidences and trusts are
broken. Miscommunication can be fatal to a relationship, but only if we let it
be. Just remember, if the lines of communication are open, the relationship is'
still alive. It is only when we stop
communicating that the relationship dies.

burnout. Which I came very clo!'.e to
about a week ago taking Geology. Toe
class from Hell! Now a lot of you may
be thinking I'm stupid or crazy, but I
really had a fun summer. From going to
Rhode Island, Nebraska, New Jersey,
Massachusetts and Southern Colorado,
I was very busy traveling seeing family
and friends . Now that the class from
Hell is over, and I've had four days off,
I'm back writing articles and taking
photos for the Highlander!
"No one said college would be fair
or easy. The summer went
by just as fast for me as it did for you.
The fall semester is starting and I'm
back managing the Women's Volleyball team busier than ever. But that's
life ... "

II
y
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Letters to the Editor

-------------------

Leprosy colonist seeks
aid to feed her children

Company
Matches Students
with Funds

This letter was received on August 24, 1992.
Dear Editor:
Over $100 million in scholfew old clothes are worn out
I know you will be sur- already.
arship funds went unclaimed
prised to receive a letter comI cannot provide for my last year because students and
ing from far away on this iso- children anymore because my parents did not know how to
lated island of unfortunate sickness has deformed me se- tap into these resources.
human beings. But, praying verely and I am already bed
A National Company, usfor your kindness and under- ridden. What keeps us alive is ing computer matching is now
standing I took the courage to only the food ration our gov- making this possible.
Scholarship Research
write to you to request you to ernment gives to patients like
please print in your newspaper me, but this food is hardly Group has more than 200,000
sources of aid representing $14
an article about my desperate enough for us.
plea for help.
If you will be so kind to billion in financial aid .. Begun
I am a leper patient in this publish our helplessness and in 1981, Scholarship Research
colony with two malnourished call for help I just hope to find Group helped over 35,000 stuchildren and my husband is an someone who may want to share dents last year by supplying
invalid · caused by this cruel with us some of his or her graces them with financial aid inforleprosy. Sad more to say, my and send us some food and old mation. With college costs
sister with her three young chil- clothes. I promise to be very ranging from $35,000 to $60,000
and cutbacks on educational
dren is living with us ... leaving grateful.
her family in extreme poverty
I know this is a shameful funds, more students and their
and sympathy. My sister can thing to ask, but our young parents are finding college is
hardly earn a living as she has children are sickly and starving out of sight.
Virtually all families, restill a little child to care for. so I have got to try to find help
Besides our house, made of light somehow. I am begging you gardless of income, can qualify
for scholarships and other forms
materials, is in need of repairs with all my heart.
of financial aid. Although grades
and we don't have anything to
May God bless you all.
COllllt in some areas, many grants
buy this material ...
Hoping to hear from you soon.
and
awards do not consider a
Their poor family adds
Wishing you a Happy
student's
GPA when awarding
more burdens and miseries in Easter!
funding.
our lives since we ourselves Mrs. Lilia Teues
Using the information
could hardly bear the suffer- 041 San Jose St.
supplied
by a student, SRG will
ings of being lepers. It breaks Culion Leper Colony
send
a
printout
listing awards
my heart to see the children cry 5315 Culion, Palawan
because they are hungry. Their Philippines

Sincerely,
fyancy McKe1111a .
that match the students qualifications and needs. The printout will list the name of the
award, it's value, whether it is
renewable, address of the provider, and why the student was
matched to this source.

For information write to
Scholarship Research Group,
3220 'N' Street, NW, Executive Suite 318, Washington, DC,
20007, or call toll free at 1-800398-8037.

Congresswoman Patricia Schl.':oedei- and the Nazi 1.deolog'Y Connection
Dear Editor:
Congresswoman Patricia
Schroeder, who represents the
Denver area bas a long record
of voting for bills in Congress
which have a strong flavor of
Nazi ideology.

"Crimes Against Humanity"
On September 30, 1982,
Congressman William Dannemeyer introduced an amendment to H.R. 6457 which prohibited use of National Institute of Health funds for experimentation on aborted human
infants while they are still alive
unless the research directly
benefits the live aborted child.
Congresswoman Patricia
Schroeder voted against the
amendment and therefore voted
for experimentation on live
aborted babies.
An example of this experimentation was given in an affidavit before the Supreme Court
in "Able vs. Markle," U.S.
Supreme Court, Feb. 26, 1973.
The affidavit stated "At YaleNew Haven Medical Center, a
live, breathing and urinating
male baby bad bis chest cut
open without anesthesia (thus
killing him) after a Cesarean
delivery." This occurred in Connecticut, which was one of the
states which legalized abortion
before it was legalized by the
Supreme Court in 1973. This
kind of experimentation would
not occur without legalized
abortion.
Nazi doctors often performed cruel and inhuman ex-

perimentation on Jews and other
unwanted groups. Most of these
doctors were hung after World
War II. Yet some members of
our Congress voted for this
including Patricia Schroeder.
On February 2, 1984,
Schroeder voted not to prevent
the infanticide of handicapped
infants who were being denied
"nutrition, medically indicated
treatment, or general care."
In the Nazi euthanasia program, handicapped children and
infants were killed as well as
handicapped adults. (Wertharn,
The German Euthanasia Program, p. 47)
On May 15, 1984, Congresswoman Schroeder voted
against allowing high school
student religious groups to voluntarily meet in classrooms
during non-class hours just as
other groups are allowed to meet
These religious groups would
have been formed and controlled
by the students. Homosexual
groups are allowed to meet as
well as other types of groups,
but religious groups were denied this privilege.
On July 10, 1985, Schroeder voted for an amendment,
which would have allowed funds
to go to UNFPA to help fund
the Chinese program that forces
abortions and sterilization on
Chinese women.
Congresswoman Schroeder
is one of the sponsors Qf the
"FreedomofCboiceAct." This
act. if passed, will prevent the
states form restricting abortion

in any meaningful way even up
to the ninth month of pregnancy.
The Nazis promoted abortion
to kill unwanted groups such s
Jews, Gypsies, Poles, and others who did not have pure Aryan blood. After World War II,
the War Crimes Tribunal indicted ten Nazi leaders "for
Encouraging and compelling
abortions." This was called a
"crime against humanity."
('Trials of War Criminals,
Nuremberg Military Tribunal,
Washington, D.C.: USGPO, vol.
4, p. 610) Yet Congresswoman
Schroeder and others in Congress have encouraged abortion. In some cases, they have
done this believing that minority groups and non-white groups
would resort to abortion. In
actuality whites have a high
percentage of abortions.
The Promotion of Pornography
and the Desecration of the
Chffitian

Religion
On June 25, 1925, 1991,
Congresswoman Schroeder
voted not to reduce the budget
of the National Endowment for
the Arts (NEA) by a mere 4.1 %
in spite of the fact that the NEA
bas promoted pornography and
the desecration of religion with
your tax dollars. It would take
a long article to enumerate all
of the offensive depictions
funded by the NEA. One of the
pictures in the Mapplethorpe
exhibit showed a man urinating
in the mouth of another man.
The NEA calls this art. Other

pictures showed homosexual
sex acts and sadistic bondage.
One of the photographs in the
Mapplethorpe exhibit showed
a sad-eyed little girl about sixyears old, sitting on some steps
with her genitals exposed. In
this time of epidemic child
sexual abuse and the kidnapping and torture of children,
this is inexcusable.
Dr. Judith Reisman, a nationally known authority on the
destructiveness of pornography,
has pointed out in an article
entitled "Promoting Child Abuse
as Art" that much fascist art in
Nazi Germany was homoerotic.
She wrote that "fascist artists
glamorized
dominance,
'supermen,'sadism and child
nudes." (Washington Times,
7/7/89, p. F2) The NEA, using
our tax money, has done the
same thing and Schroeder refuses to reduce its funding by a
mere4.1%
Another exhibit funded by
the NEA was a crucifix submerged in a jar of urine. The
artist received $15,000 for this.
Another showed Christ shooting heroin in his arm. These
are only two of the several
exhibits which desecrate the
Christian religion. Congresswoman Schroeder, by refusing
to reduce the budget of the NEA,
approves of this.
On July 26, 1991, Congresswoman Schroeder voted
not to reduce the budget of the
District of Columbia by
$1,600,000, which was the
amount spent by the University

of D.C. for a banquet table set
with 39 plates representing great
women. On each plate was the
symbol of a vagina. You paid
for this.
Schroeder Would Like to Send

Your Daughter into Combat
No one in Congress has
worked harder than Schroeder
to see that women are assigned
to direct combat. The Supreme
Court has stated that women
cannot be drafted on an equal
basis with men and sent into
combat on an equal basis. Maj.
Kathleen Shields, a 17-year army
reservist, stated "Tell Pat Schroeder to get out of my boots, sh' s
never been in the service and
doesn't know what she is talking about." (Congressional
Record, July 31, 1991,
p.S11426)
George Washington stated
that "Government is not reason, it is not eloquence- it is
force! Like fire it is a dangerous servant and a fearful master; never for a moment should
it be left to irresponsible action." As a member of Congress, Schroeder is our master
and servant.
This is one of a series of
factual reports on members of
the U.S. Congress produced by
Save Our Children National
Alliance, Inc. Permission is
granted for it to be photocopied
or printed in newspapers, newsletters or magazines. Copyright 1992 by Lyn Elledge.
1757 D West Carson St.; Suite
280;Torrance, CA 90501
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Faith and Justice & Entertainment _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Faith and Justice Institute focuses
on justice in an election year

Put away the toys
and hit the books
by Krista Landen
Entertainment Editor

j

The Faith & Justice Institute (Fn) was established in 1990 in order to throw light upon, stimulate discussion about, and
encourage action with regardto a variety of justice issues. Each year a distinct theme is chosen. This year the theme is" ...and
Justice for All: Faith & Justice in an Election Year."
Our nation and the smaller communities which constitute it are preparing to make critical voting decisions about leaders and political issues. Willthe electorate make these decisions conscientiously and with a concern for justice? The FTI seeks
to contribute to a positive response to this question throughits series of speakers and events this fall.
All talks will begin at 7:30 p.m. at Regis University and are open to the public. For further information contact the
Department of Campus Ministry, Regis University, 458-4153. Listed below are talks and panels.
Thursday, Sept. 10, 7:30 p.m., Regis
Chapel.
JOHN KAVANAUGH, S.J.

"Political Injustice and Christian Hope."
A Professor of Philosophy & Social
Ethics atSt. Louis University, Kavanaugh receivedhisDoctorate in Philosophy from Washington Uni-versity. He
is a nationally known lecturer
on the effects of advertising, a nationally syndicated award-winning columnist, and the author of several books,
including
Following Christ in a Consumer Society, and Faces of Poverty, Faces
of Christ. Kavanaugh is also a musician
who has recorded several albums of liturgical and Irish music.

Tuesday, Sept. 15, 7:30 p.m., Regis
Chapel.
ANN CAREY McFEA TIERS

"Ethical Considerations in the Current
CcUnpai.gn.""

A

Wednesday, Sept. 23, 7:30 p.m., Regis Chapel.
VINCENT HARDING

"The Civil Rights Movement of the
1960's: Lessons for Today."
Presently Professor of Religion and
Social Transformation at the Iliff School Moderator: MARCIA HACKMAN,
of Theology, Harding received his Ph.D. Instructor, Regis University Nursing
-Cave of the winds
in history from the University of Chi- Program.
-Ride the ski train to Winter Park
cago in 1965. In 1968,hebecamedirec-Ride the Georgetown loop railtor of the Martin Luther King, Jr.
road
Memorial Center and chairperson of the Wednesday, Sept.JO, 7:30p.m., Cafe-Eat at Beau-Jo's in Idaho Springs
nationally televised, "Black Heritage" teria.
-Eat at the Spaghetti Factory
BETTINA GREGORY
series. With his family he has been
-Celebrity Sports Center
active over the years in various move- "Elections ' 92: The Good, the Bad &
-Horseback riding
ments for peace and justice. He and his the Ugly."
-Heritage Square
Named by 1V Guide as one of the
wife, Rosemarie, were advisors to the
-Elitcbes
PBS television series, Eyes on the Prize." nation's top tenreporters, Bettina Gre-Lakeside
gory bas been ABC News' Senior GenHarding has
-Concerts
publishedextensively, bis most recent eral Assignment Correspondent since
-Dinner theater
book being Hope and History, a work 1980. In addition to her duties for daily
-Watch the Aspen leaves turn color
which challenges us all to learn deep newscasts, she has been a correspon-Movies
lessons from the story of the African dent on three Burning Questions
-Glenwood Springs - Naturally hot
broadcasts: Working In America: sulfur springs pool
American freedom movement.
Hazardous Duty; Lying, Cheating
and Stealing in A.men.ca; and The Busi-

graduate of: 'M.ax-

quette UniveISity, McFeatters bas wOiked

for the Milwaukee Journal, the Evansville
(Ind.) Press, the Pittsburgh Press and the
Washington Daily News. Since 1986,
she has covered the White House and
politics for Scripps Howard News Service and continues to write a weekly
column, White House Watch, a behindthe-scenes look at the executive branch
of government. She has interviewed
and written stories about Richard Nixon,
Gerald Ford, Jimmy Carter, Ronald
Reagan and George Bush and has accompanied presidential trips to 25 foreign countries.

resentative for Rocky
MountainPost Anesthesia Nurses.
CAROL APPLEGEET, Director of the
Center for Nursing Practice and a past
President of the Association
of Operating Room Nurses (ARON).

The summer months of play and
work are over for yet another year. Now
it's time for all of us serious students to
put away the toys of summer and bit the
books and studies bard. NOT! Well, let
me restate my last comment. I should
have said that us serious students should
put the toys of summer away so that we
can bring out the toys of fall and winter.
Of course, we will bring out these toys
after classes and homework are done.
Well, if you do not play in any
winter sports, I have many suggestions
for you and everyone to do, instead of
skiing:

Tuesday, Sept. 29, 7:30 p.m., Regis
Chapel.
HEALTH CARE PANEL

"Health Care Issues: No Tlllle to Spare."
Panelists: SARA L. JARRETT,
Current President of the Colorado Nw-ses
Association and Assistant Clinical Professor of Community
Health Nursing at Regis U.; JANE
STEVENS, Clinical staff nurse for Inday Surgery & Post Anesthesia Care
Unit at Children's Hospital and GovernmentalAffairs Chairperson and Rep-

ness of Defense: Flaws in the
Shield. She has received numerous
journalism awards. Having covered the
White House, Congress, political conventions, and major news events, Gregory never fails to enligbtenand captivate an audience with her repertoire of
storiesand her in-depth political insight.

Chorus groups
launched by 25
year veteran

On Campus

Lately•

••

Dave Lowe, the towel man, taken
towels!
Del Stark, the marrying man!
Women's Volleyball, good luck in 92 !

by Corey Flanagan
Staff Reporter

Faculty, staff, students and friends
are encouraged to join the new Men's,
Women's, and Mixed Choruses starting
this fall at Regis.
Dr. Joan Whittemore from St. Louis
has 25 years of Choral experience. This
new position here at Regis gives her the
chance to work with new people.
Dr. Whittemore feels that the world
needs more artists and that people should
participate in the arts because everyone
bas something to offer and musicians
are not alone in the pursuit of creativity.
It is a community effort.
This is not just about music, it is
about listening, the learning of cultures
and different languages. A choir is
about worldng together and sharing their
joy with others.
You can sign up at Main Hall, room
137 between now and September 4.
Contact Dr. Joan Whittemore, Director
of Choral Activities in the Art department at 458-3576. There is an option
for credit or no credit. Come try out,
you have nothing to lose.

Stephanie Roller, are you planning on
taking any trips to Texas in the near future?
Davida Olguin, bow do you feel? and,
by the way, are you planning any trips to
Ft. Collins soon?
Lauri Harris, here's to my tatoo: welcome to Jamaica have a nice day!
Corey Flanagan, what happens when
you wash your feet?

And the award for the best dressed club
at Club Fair goes to ... ROPAC!
So Tillie Sanchez, when was the last
time you were askew?
Welcome to Regis Class of 1996!
Some people thatjustcouldn'tstay away
from Regis residence hall living this
summer were Jami Cullan, Katherine
Brown, Robert Kinard, and Susan
Robertson.
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''@o I take 'TAe Microb,'olo8y 0f Po+enfia//y

Patho9enic 8efa-Herno/yfic >+reptococci.'
Or I The ~volu+ion of the >ifuaflon Comedy.'
Do I really want to H11e with Judy the
"ea+ {\ea~~.! ca"n+ believe Ive
~ot utttil Mot\da'/. to decide ,f I'tn -a Biolo3y

ot" a Theatre tnc!Jor. Have I completely lost
it? Will I ever be able to make ~ decif/011
'
a9ain? "'(ait a rninute,JuJf yesferday,I waf
able fo p1cl< a phohe company with
abso\utely no prohlern ...YB5,there ir hope~'

ith AT&T, choosing a phone company is easy.
Because when you sign up for AT&T Student
Saver Plus, you can pick from a complete line
of products and services designed specifically to fit your
needs while you're in college. Whatever they may be.
Our Reach Out" Plans can save you money on AT&T
Long Distance, no matter where and when you call. Call
Manager* will separate your AT&T Long Distance calls from

W

the ones your roommates make. And the AT&T Calling
. Card makes it easy to call from almost anywhere to
- anywhere. Also, when you sign up for AT&T, your first
call is free~*
And with AT&T, you'll get the most reliable long
distance service.
AT&T Student Saver Plus. It's the one college decision that's
easy to make.

To sign up for A'OO' Student Saver Plus, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 851
© 1992 -~T&T. • This service may not be awilable in residence b2lls on )OOf campus. Must have true tooeh tooe telephone and service.
_
• 'You'll receive one $3 AT&T LD. Certificate equivalent to 22 millll1ES of d1rect-d11Ied, coast·to·coas~ night and weekend calhng based on rates effecuve 6/8/92- You could get more or

r.- minUteS depending oo where oc when you call. Offer Iimired to one certili<ate per student

AT&T
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Sports,~~~~~~~~~~~--===========================;

2nd annual golf tournament

?~o~yef2!g~ WO!}!!':,},., ~/!!le!lS!,daywere.women's
y

On June 8, 1992, at the Basketball, Womens Soccer,
Thorncreek Golf Course, Re- Women' s Softball and Women' s
Athletes sometimes get gis University bad their 2nd Volleyball.
stereo typed by having a free annual golf tournament. The
This tournament was open
ticket in college. They get to proceeds and support from this to anyone. Coaches fro°:1 Retravel, get free meals, free tui- golf tournament will help the gis participated as well as friends,
tion and nice uniforms. Here at women's teams get a little closer parents, and anyone who loves
Regis, the women's intercolle- to attaining the goal set forth by to play golf. There were 85
giate athletic teams are striving the administration. The team's people who played in this year' s
; ; : . . . . . - - - ~ - - - ~ . . . . ; . - - - - - - - - - - - , tournament. "Over all the golf
course was better," said Barbara Schroeder, associate Director of Athletics. This tournament was a success because
of the volunteers, the women 's
sport teams, the sponsors and
donors.
Being a woman athlete here
at Regis is a year round job on
and off the playing field. This
etro's Pat Johnson and Rhonda McMullen challeged Regi
golf tournament is just one of
rank Lavrisba and Ben Elder D.C. in 18 boles of golf
the many things that goes on to
photo editor/ Highlander
support their programs.

Staff Reporter

CAC announces new basketball policy
Next year, there will definitely be at least one team from the Colorado Athletic Conference
(CAC) represented at the NCAA Division II men's basketball championships.
In a new ruling by the Division II men's basketball committee, it bas been decided that the
regular season champion of the CAC will receive an automatic bid to the NCAA Division II
championship.
As a part of the CAC, Regis will be competing against Metropolitan State College of Denver,
(the two time champion) the University of Denver, Fort Lewis College, the University of Southern
Colorado, Colorado Christian University, and the University of Colorado, Colorado Sprinis to
receive the berth.

Women's Volleyball shoes and volleyballs
for sale. Contact Frank Lavrisha at
458-4070.

1992 Women's Soccer
Home Games
Sept. 12
15
20
24

University of California, Davis
6:00 pm
Chico State University
1:00 pm
Long Island University, Southampton (TBA)
University of Denver
6:00 pm

Oct. 11 Lewis University
14 Colorado Christian University
25 University of Northern Colorado
29 Metro. State College of Denver

2:00 pm
4:15 pm

1:00 pm
4:30 pm

Nov. 1 United States Air Force Academy 1:00 pm

A final ruling from the NCAA chain.pi.onshi.p coinrnit.t.ee is still necessar;, but. Irv Brown, fue

outgoing CAC commissioner does not foresee any problems.
There bas also been a change in the required amount of seating necessary to host a regional

match. It used to be 3,000 but is now 2,500.
According to Brown, the CAC also put in a bid for automatic berths for the champions of
women's basketball and volleyball, but they were denied.

Ellen Perkins named to National Team
On May 11, 1992, it was announced that Ellen Perkins bad been named to the 1992 National
Softball Coaches Association NCAA Division II All-Midwest Region Second Team.
Perkins is a junior outfielder from Boulder, CO. The 1990 graduate of Boulder High School bit
.442 in 37 games for Regis last spring.
The Rangers, an NCAA Division II independent, finished the 1992 season with a 19-30 record
under second year coach Mo Nelson.

Ap Clarke resigns from coaching position

-

On August 10, 1992, Regis University's assistant women's volleyball coach Ap Clarke announced her resignation to accept a similar position at the University of Northern Colorado.
Clarke bas been on the staff at Regis since June of 1990. She came to Regis after a very
successful ten year stint at Auburn (IL) High School. The 1980 graduate of Eastern Illinois
University led her teams to a 196-66 (. 7 60) record, five Prairie State Conference championships, and
four Illinois Regional Championships.
In her two seasons at Regis she helped head Coach Frank Lavrisha lead the Rangers to an overall
record of 58-25. Regis won a pair of Colorado Athletic Conference (CAC) championships and
advanced to the NCAA Division II Volleyball Championships in each of her two years on the bench.
"There is no question that Ap's presence will be missed," said Lavrisba. "Her assistance has
been invaluable over the past couple of years."
Lavrisha indicated that the search for a replacement would begin immediately.

Volleyball ranked ninth
The Regis University volleyball team was ranked ninth by the American Volleyball Coaches Association (AVCA) Preseason NCAA Division II Poll that was released on August 18, 1992. The
Rangers, with a record last year of 29-10, earned 404 points in the balloting conducted by a panel
of coaches.

1992 Men's Soccer
Home Games
Sept. 14 Fort Lewis College

4:00 pm

Oct. 2 University of New Mexico
8 University of Colorado,
Colorado Springs
11 Metro. State College of Denver
13 Colorado Christian University
27 University of Southern Colorado

2:00 pm

4:00 pm
4:00 pm
4:00 pm

Nov. 4 University of Denver

4:00 pm

4:00 pm

1992 Volleyball
Home Games
Sept. 17 Colorado College
25 Alumni Match

7:00 pm
7:00 pm

Oct. 8 University of Colorado
- Colorado Springs
15 United States Air Force Academy
18 Kansas State University (camp)
20 Metro.State College of Denver
23 University of Northern Colorado
24 Fort Lewis College
27 University of Southern Colorado
29 Colorado Christian University

7:00 pm
7:00 pm
1:00 pm
7:00 pm
7:00 pm
7:00 pm
7:00 pm
7:00 pm
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~'/ Moto, ,5he +hi~~5 all I ever do if go
+hrou9h pha5eS. You chat19ed your h1ajor
g9ain? Now i+'f fthhic Dance Forrnf ?wAeti
are yougoi~ +o come to your renre5 and
p,ck. 5ornet"'"3 (el\<ible ? ((i"gh) W8I I~ I
9ue{S it~ juf +another p.!)a$e.' So I told her,

-

\Give me a break Ma. I meat'\ I kept the
rame phone company a// four yearf:..
She was irnpre)sed."

o matter what phase of college life you're in,
AT&T can help you through it. Just choose AT&T
Long Distance. And you'll become a member
of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a line of products and services designed specifically to meet your needs while you're
in college.
Our Reach Out* Plans can save you money on AT&T Long
Distance, no matter when and where you call. Call Manager*

will separate your AT&T Long Distance calls from those
your roommates make. The AT&T Calling Card lets you
call from almost anywhere to anywhere. Also, when
you sign up for AT&T, your first call is free:*
And with AT&T, you'll get the most reliable long distance service.
So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus. You too, will
be impressed.

To sign up for A1E' Student Saver Plus, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 848.

AT&T
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FOR THE RAGING APPETITE

I

THE REG S MEAL DEAL

:••

••
•

1 small/2 topping pizza + 2 drinks - 3.99 + tax

•
•

*Only a phone call away
*Free Delivery
30 minute delivery to Regis Campus or free
must have ·valid phone # and meet driver in lobby

477- 5 0
3698 w. 44th
Hours: Sun - Thurs: 10:30 a.m. to?
Fri and Sat: 10:30 a.m. to 2 a.m.

••
•
•
•••
••
••
•••
•
•••
•••
•
••
••
•
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NO COUPON NECCESSARY
:
••••

RESERVE

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

CORPS

MYARMYROTC
SCB01ARSRIP
PUTMEINTRE
HOSPITAL
UST SUMMER.
Army ROTC scholarships pay off twice,
with money towards your education
and five weeks of nursing experience
in an Army hospital.
Hundreds of nursing students win
Army ROTC scholarships every year.
You can, too.

ARMYROTC
TBESI\IARTESTCOLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For a scholarship infromation packet
contact Captain Marlene K. Humbles
(303) 556-3490

